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  Chapter 46 Hook Kiss 

  In the previous life, when she saw Lu Yan, he looked haggard, white-haired and chicken-skinned. 

  Xie Zhiwei later found out that Lu Yan blocked an arrow for Emperor Shoukang, and the arrow was 

coated with the poison of hook and kiss. Although he saved his life, the poison in his body was not 

cleaned, his body was broken, his body was not human, and his health was deteriorating. Emperor 

Shoukang still wanted him to accompany him and entrust him with important tasks. 

  Xie Zhiwei often couldn't help but think that if Lu Yanying hadn't died young, she might not have 

fallen into such a situation. 

   She never wanted to understand why Lu Yan was so kind to her until she died. Before she died, she 

gave her all the power in her hand, so that she had the capital to negotiate and cooperate with Xiao 

Xun. 

   Only when you are dying can you take revenge and leave no regrets. 

  Xiao Xun's eyes locked on Xie Zhiwei, seeing her reaction in his eyes, and his heart was full of 

doubts. 

  Xie Zhiwei's nail shells dug deeply into her palms, and she could barely restrain her emotions until 

the tingling pain came. 

  She is not a philanthropic person. The only thought in her life is to protect her family and friends, 

and Lu Yan is one of the people she wants to protect. 

  Xiao Xun approached slowly, Xie Zhiwei raised her head and looked at him. Although Xiao Xun didn't 

say anything, she was so blessed that she understood the unspoken meaning in Xiao Xun's eyes. 

   Just, why? Why did he make this deal with himself? 

  Even if Xiao Xun doesn't mention conditions, she will find a way to keep Lu Yan and prevent him 

from suffering from the poisonous erosion of his previous life. 

  Even if she might be exposed to Xiao Changxuan because of this, she would not hesitate. 

  She and Xiao Changxuan had a never-ending feud. 

  Lu Yan was placed on the couch in the second room. The atmosphere in the room was very 

depressing. The emperor sat on an official hat chair, holding a teacup in his hand, suppressing his anger, 

and the veins on the back of his hand bulged. 

   This arrow was clearly aimed at him. If it wasn't for Lu Yan, he would be the one hovering on the 

verge of life and death. 

   "Where did Chu Yining go? How long is it?" Shou Kangdi's violent voice came out. 

  Xie Zhiwei pushed his younger brother and asked Zi Mo to lead him to the backyard. 

  Xiao Xun gave Mu Xiaowang a look. 



Prince Mu came out and stood on the edge of the threshold, seemingly carelessly, and asked, "Miss Xie 

is the granddaughter of the Cui family. Have a little understanding of the art of Qi and Huang?" 

   "Know a thing or two!" 

   One or two, it has always been self-effacement. 

  The emperor naturally heard it inside, and was taken aback, "Let Miss Xie come in!" 

   There is no need for a person-to-person transmission, Little Prince Mu stepped aside, Xie Zhiwei 

came in, and after saluting, the emperor asked, "Can you tell what kind of poison Mr. Lu has?" 

  Although everyone knew each other's identities, since the emperor still wanted to conceal it, Xie 

Zhiwei didn't care, and slightly bent his knees, "Hook kiss." 

  The wounded bled all the way, and the blood energy spread all the way. As a doctor, Xie Zhiwei had 

already smelled the poisonous smell mixed with the blood energy. 

   "What's the solution to the hook kiss? Can the Jinqing Ice Lotus cure this poison?" 

  The emperor actually knew about Jinqing Binglian! Xie Zhiwei's heart skipped a beat. 

She didn't know what Xiao Xun's expression was at this time, and she didn't dare to peek, she lowered 

her eyes slightly, "Master Xiao, if you study "Nine Chapters of Arithmetic", all experts know that there 

are many ways to solve a calculation problem. Of course, the Jinqing Ice Lotus can naturally cure the 

poison of the hooked kiss, but the poison of the hooked kiss is not the only solution for the golden green 

ice lotus." 

  The emperor nodded, and Xie Zhiwei understood that she was allowed to detoxify Lu Yan. 

  Xue Shipeng was restless by the side, and he managed to catch up with Lu Yan's line. According to 

his daughter's calculations, although Lu Yan was dangerous this time, he was able to save his life in the 

end, and he would live for another ten years without any problem. 

  The past ten years are enough for the Xue family to seek some benefits from Lu Yan. 

  Once Lu Yan was put to death by Xie Zhiwei, Xue Shipeng could hardly imagine that the benefits 

would definitely be gone, and he might be implicated by Xie Zhiwei. 

Thinking of this, Xue Shipeng couldn't care less, and opened his mouth to object, "Master Xiao, since Mr. 

Chu has already gone to invite Dr. Wang, why don't you wait, Miss Xie is young after all, in case 

something goes wrong, Mr. Lu may lose his life." 

  Xie Zhiwei glanced at Xue Shipeng lightly, wondering when Xue Shipeng was also qualified to 

accompany the driver? 

   What a shit-stirring stick. 

  Xie Zhiwei felt disgusted in his heart, so he had to go forward and said, "Master Xiao, if you have a 

cup of tea in the evening, the poison will attack your heart. Even if Mr. Lu can save a life, it will damage 

his lifespan, and he will only be a useless person in the future." 



   "How sure are you?" Xiao Xun asked. 

   "80%!" Xie Zhiwei wanted to say 100%, but she was afraid that if she talked too much, she would 

be envied by the heavens. She didn't care about it, but Lu Yan couldn't do anything wrong. 

   "Uncle, let Miss Xie try it!" 

   Shou Kangdi agreed without much thought. He didn't trust Xie Zhiwei, but believed in Xiao Xun. 

Xiao Xun never did anything uncertain. I'm afraid that Xie Zhiwei won Xiao Xun's chess in Nanshufang 

last time, which made Xiao Xun trust her so much. 

  Shou Kangdi loved piano, chess, calligraphy and painting. 

He nodded, it was considered to have agreed to Xiao Xun's request, Xue Shipeng still had to argue hard, 

Shou Kangdi looked at him with a sharp look, he had to shut his mouth, and suddenly broke out in cold 

sweat, for fear that today's great situation would be ruined by Xie Zhiwei It's broken. 

  I just think, since my daughter pushed the little girl down the pond in Famen Temple, why not just 

drown her? 

   It’s really not enough to succeed but more to fail! 

  After Zi Mo settled down with Xie Mingxi, she came back soon. She acted on Xie Zhiwei's winks, and 

quickly brought the medical kit that Xie Zhiwei carried with him. 

  Originally, a ten-year-old child treated Lu Yan's illness, and these people who accompanied him 

thought it was absurd. But right now, they have no choice, either watch Lu Yan die from the poison, or 

let Xie Zhiwei die as a living horse doctor. 

  Besides, since the emperor has spoken, no one dares to raise objections. 

  Xiao Xun stood under the south window, a young man in a brocade robe with arrow sleeves, jade 

belt and green boots, standing with his hands behind his back. 

In autumn, Gao Yang shines on his jade-like face through the ice-cracked glass window. His black hair 

like a crow's feather is tied with a purple silk ribbon and hangs down behind his head. shine. Xiao Xun's 

gaze locked onto Xie Zhiwei, his eyes were filled with ink that was too thick to melt, like a vortex that 

could swallow all the light and color in the world. 

   She really knows medicine, and she looks superb in medicine. 

  Xie Zhiwei felt a sharp gaze on her, but at this moment, Xie Zhiwei couldn't care about anything 

else. 

  Zi Mo had already helped Xie Zhiwei put on the self-made gown. She rolled up her sleeves, revealing 

a small section of white wrist, and said solemnly, "Open the needle bag." 

  Zi Mo was a little flustered, but this was not the first time. She unfolded the needle bag 

instinctively, and everyone saw that there were hundreds of golden needles shining in the needle bag. 

   Xiao Xun: I am the male lead, I am the male lead, I am the male lead, important things are said 

three times! 



   Lu Yan: Readers have the final say on whether I am the hero or not! 

 


